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OVERVIEW 

This book is for you, if you aim to produce constant income and long term wealth from trading or 

investing. The difference between trading and investing lies in the perspective of time: Investors 

usually take a longer-term perspective to buy and hold their investments, while traders focus on 

shorter-term results. If you learn how to participate in the up- and down moves of the financial 

markets, you will start to invest more frequently and turn yourself into a trader.  

Trading is a professional business and it requires preparation: Those, who take the other side of 

your orders are prepared to make money. Are you? 

Unfortunately, most of what we learned in life is rather a hindrance to progress in trading: Good work 

ethic for example – We start to work when the office day starts and work to the end – and feel good 

about what we have done. However, we better not start to trade when the market opens and trade to 

the end: We only trade when we have a signal and the odds are in our favor. Our account statement 

tells us if we can feel good about what we accomplished. Let this book guide you to a new 

perspective of trading or investing.  

Prepare yourself for a part-time or full-time trading career; follow our step-by-step guide and insights, 

how to start and operate your trading business.  

To connect you with real-trading-world of this decade, we introduce you to the principles, methods, 

and strategies of Spotting and Following Institutional Money Moves by Algorithmic Trading 

with Human Interaction.  

This book is for readers without prior knowledge or for those, who want to take trading or investing to 

the next level: Trading is a professional business; professionals are prepared; amateurs pay 

professionals to be part of their game. Which side of the trade do you want to take?  

In case of questions, please contact:  

contact@NeverLossTrading.com  

http://neverlosstrading.com/Reports/FreeReports.html
mailto:contact@NeverLossTrading.com
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All material of this book, unless otherwise stated, is the property of NOBEL Living, LLC. Copyright and 

other intellectual property laws protect these materials. Reproduction or retransmission of the materials, in 

whole or in part, in any manner, without the prior written consent of the copyright holder, is a violation of 

copyright law. 

This eBook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This eBook may not be re-sold or given away to 

other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy 

for each recipient you share it with. If you are reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was not 

purchased for your use only, then you should purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the 

author's work. 

This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject 

matter covered. It is sold with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, 

financial advice, accounting, or other professional service. If legal advice or other expert assistance is 

required, the services of a competent professional person should be sought. 

We advise all readers that it should not be assumed that present or future performance would be 

profitable or equal the performance of our examples. The reader should recognize that the risk of trading 

securities, stocks, options, futures can be substantial. Customers must consider all relevant risk factors, 

including their own personal financial situation before trading. In our teaching of NeverLossTrading, in our 

books, newsletters, webinars and our involvement in the Investment Clubs, neither NOBEL Living, LLC, 

the parent company of Never Loss Trading, nor any of the speakers, staff or members act as 

stockbrokers, broker dealers, or registered investment advisers. We worked out trading concepts that 

benefit us greatly and share them through education with our readers, members and clients.  
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1 ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 

Thomas Barmann, inventor and founder of NeverLossTrading. His first introduction to trading 

came when he was 22 years old (about 30 years ago). Over the years, he acquired a wealth of 

knowledge, how a private investor can make money in the markets by focusing on constant 

income instead of growth. He trades by taking advantage of spotting and trading institutional 

money moves, minimizing risk and compounding interest. Thomas loves educating and inspiring 

others to learn how to trade/invest in the financial markets.  

Learn more about him, his trading and the principles of NeverLossTrading from one of his 

interviews: http://neverlosstrading.com/Interview.html  

THIS IS HOW I CAME TO TRADING 

As a 17-year-old student, I had my first summer job: I was working in an office, filling in for a 

person who was on leave of absence for seven weeks. There was not much to do and the days 

were long. After my first week, I asked for more work and had to report to the union clerk (works 

council) who straightened me out about work ethics and how I was taking the jobs of people 

away by doing two jobs at once. This was not for me: Never before and never after was I so 

tired from doing little to nothing. Turning 18, I started working my summers in a factory. At the 

age of 22, I was a university student and skilled worker, making a great hourly wage. This 

meant, by October, I had a lump sum of money to life off until next July when the circle started 

again. One of the men from the factory talked about how he made good money buying and 

selling stocks. This caught my attention and I asked him questions, while the other folks ripped 

jokes how stupid he was in wanting to be somebody he was not. My interest inspired him and 

the next day he brought his account statements. Again, I was the only one who paid attention 

and I saw, this was real. Hooked by the idea of making income from my savings, I went to open 

my first brokerage account. It was the year 1983; I lived in Germany.  

The market for the first years had only one direction: Up. It was wonderful, and soon I was 

looking for some leverage and found it in options. It was not that I did an educated, prepared 

entry into options. There was a share that I followed just because it had a high value of about 

$1,000 and I found it exciting that one share was worth that much. Then I recognized on the 

option table that I was able to afford making money off the share by buying a type of a call 

option contract. 

Studying the price pattern of the option, I recognized that it moved between $100 and $110. 

This looked easy, I gave it a try and placed a buy order for $101 and immediately wanted to 

http://neverlosstrading.com/Interview.html
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place a sell order for $109. The man at the bank put a serious face on and I was not allowed to 

place two orders at once. Waiting for the order confirmation to come in the mail could take up to 

a week and so I called every day after 4 p.m. to check if my order was filled and then walked 

back to the bank to sign a sell order. Actually, I did not mind the extra effort, it was what it was. 

Trading costs at the time were high: About 1% for each leg of the trade. My investment had to 

move more than $2 for me to make money. Believe it or not, but this simple strategy worked and 

I made constant income for months without even knowing what I was trading. The brokers at the 

second floor of the bank where hardly accessible; usually I had to wait for at least an hour, 

sitting on sofas, reading journals. When I placed my orders, the only interaction was that they 

asked me if I was certain in what I was doing. When I confirmed this with a yes, they accepted 

the order and let me sign the papers. Not knowing better, I felt this is how it is. After about a 

year of making constant income, one banker started talking to me and shared a prospectus of a 

great stock. His arguments for the growth perspective of this stock were overwhelming. 

Thanking him for the great advice, feeling that finally I received customer service, I made my 

first 10% loss. When I asked for the reason why the share did not move up, I was told to hold on 

to it, but I decided to settle for a loss and went back to my simple way of trading.  

When the market took a big dive in 1987, I was luckily in cash by wanting to buy a new car, 

focusing my life on a professional executive management career.  

Trading is a science in itself. Over the last 30 years, I constantly learned every way of trading or 

investing that I came across and gained a lot of experience. My trading education cost me an 

arm and a leg in two ways: What I spend on money and time for learning and what I sunk 

because I followed brokers advice and trading systems that did not work. This led me to develop 

NeverLossTrading: A trading system to spot and follow institutional money flow.  

When I had my trading system working for me, a friend of mine told me the story of Alfred 

Bernhard Nobel (1833 –1896), the Swedish chemist, engineer. The value this story carried got 

me inspired to enter into the “investor education business”: Alfred Nobles brother Ludwig died 

while visiting Cannes and a French newspaper erroneously published in bold: “Dr. Alfred Nobel 

(the inventor of dynamite), who became rich by finding ways to kill more people faster than ever 

before, died yesterday." 

He was shocked reading the memories of his life in such summary and decided to start his own 

legacy. He set aside the bulk of his estate to establish the Nobel Prizes, honoring those who 

produced progress for the world.  

It is the right thing, helping to make the world a better place by sharing knowledge and giving 

education. The knowledge, how to trade the financial markets, is kept by a very small group of 

people and those who enter without being well prepared mostly donate their hard-earned money 

to those who know.  

With enormous dedication and personal effort, I documented NeverLossTrading over the last 5 

years, working seven days a week, 12 hours a day, putting together an easily understandable 

and repeatable trading concept, for you to reach your financial goals.    
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Allowing smaller and bigger portfolio holders to follow institutional money flow, two different 

education packages are offered:  

TradeColors.com, which is an introductory trading system for day traders and swing traders, 

allowing you an easy start, where you can later upgrade to NeverLossTrading and we apply 

your tuition as a discount when you sign up for the full mentorship program.  

With the help of this book, you shall get introduced how to participate in the up- and downside 

moves of the markets, striving for constant income, opposite to long-term buy and hold.  

Now you know why NeverLossTrading is a division of NOBEL Living, LLC.  

© 2013, NOBEL Living, LLC  

401 Las Olas Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
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2 WHY TO START A TRADING BUSINESS 

Please answer the following questions for yourself:  

Which alternative do you have for making the additional income you need or desire when you 

are occupied by a day job?  

In case, your working career ends earlier than expected, do you have a backup plan to produce 

constant income?  

If your retirement funding does not service your budget, do you have an ability to attain extra 

cash?  

Your choices for producing additional income, all income or wealth are (random order): 

Choice 1: Start Your Own Physical Business: Open up a store, sell a product or service.  

Choice 2: Start an Internet Business: Sell and deliver electronic products or physical products 

online.  

Choice 3: Get into the Real Estate Business: Interact in buying, selling, renting.  

Choice 4: Rely on a Talent: Singing, comedy, writing, acting, public speaking, consulting etc.  

Choice 5: Trade the Financial Markets: Investing or trading Stocks, Commodities, Currencies, 

Treasuries and their derivatives.  

 

HOW TO EVALUATE YOUR CHOICES?  

Opening an own business or stating an extra professional carrier means to jump over the hurdle 

of comfort and getting yourself into something new.  

There are multiple barriers of entry to overcome when starting your own business:  

 

Barrier 1: Number of Clients to convince for you to be successful? 

Barrier 2: Intensity of Competition: How many others offer the same: Are you unique or one in 

a million? 

Barrier 3: Dedication to Business Setup: Can you and do you want to spend the effort needed 

to build up your client relations?  

Barrier 4: Capital Demand: Is the minimum expected capital needed and at risk, available to 

you? 
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Barrier 5: Time to Market: How easy/hard is it to start your business and can you afford the 

necessary time to market? 

Barrier 6: Accessibility and Costs of Know How: Running an own business requires many 

talents. If you do not possess all or some of them, how easy can you connect to the knowledge 

base and what will it cost you to get in the market? 

TABLE 1: BARRIERS TO ENTRY FOR OPENING YOUR OWN BUSINESS 

 

Summary  

If you have no or little access to capital, opening an internet business seems to be the only 

opportunity left, while you will be facing a highly competitive market, where you meet many pro’s 

and others with the same skills.  

With decent access to capital, Trading or Investing is the opportunity with the shortest time to 

market and the second least overall investment costs and uniquely the only business where you 

do not need clients. A trading account only takes one-hour to be opened; your business can be 

conducted from your PC, laptop, tablet, and smart phone; education is readily available. 

Basically, you can get in the market, trading for success in less than a week and you can start 

trading/investing full- and part-time.  

An integral part of you being able to successfully run this business is Specialized Knowledge of: 
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 What to trade? 

 How to trade? 

 When to trade? 

 

If you want to take a quick look at a trading system, which provides answers to these questions, 

check NeverLossTrading, a fully integrated trading system, with software, documentation, 

education and coaching. A step-by-step approach to develop yourself in the trader or investor 

you want to be.  

 

Conclusion: 5 Reasons to Build and Operate Your Trading Business 

If you don’t want to be one in a million, offering the same, and you want to take the opportunity 

to start with a wealth building concept that is not in conflict with your existing life, read the 

following reasons:  

Reason 1: Trading has an easy business setup.  

Reason 2: The time to market is short.  

Reason 3: You can trade full-time or part-time aside from another business- or job activities.  

Reason 4: There is no need to convince clients or compete with others for the same business.  

Reason 5: Education and training is readily accessible.  

Aside from trading stocks, there are multiple other asset classes you can focus on. However, 

each asset class requires for you to learn their specifics. Let us give you some links and 

examples to NeverLossTrading mentorships, where you find reference of what is involved to 

spot and follow the footprint of money right on your screen. NeverLossTrading offers multiple 

concepts for the beginning and the advanced trader.  

Beginning to Intermediate Trader: TradeColors.com, NLT Wealth Building Mentorship 

Advanced and Focused Traders: NLT HF-Stock Trading Mentorship, NLT Top-Line Mentorship 

Day Traders: NLT HF Day Trading Mentorship, NLT Income Generating Mentorship 

http://www.neverlosstrading.com/
http://tradecolors.com/
http://www.neverlosstrading.com/WealthBuilding.html
http://www.neverlosstrading.com/HF_Trading.html
http://www.neverlosstrading.com/Top_Line.html
http://www.neverlosstrading.com/HF_Day_Trading.html
http://www.neverlosstrading.com/IncomeGenerating.html
http://NeverLossTrading.com
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3 BUSINESS PRINCIPLES 

Trading is a professional business, where for every order which was filled, the two parties 

involved had two different perspectives:  

Opinion 1: The buyer is convinced the share or contract bought has a growth perspective.  

Opinion 2: The seller perceives a future drop in the value of the asset and sells their positions.  

You want to be on the side of the trade, where the “odds are in your favor”, providing you high 

probability trade setups in respect to the risk you take.  

Moving ahead financially as a trader or investor, you need a “business mindset”.  

Make a paradigm shift:  “Be the CEO of your own money: Make it work for you!” 

START A TRADING BUSINESS  

Professionals are prepared. Amateurs pay professionals to be part of their game.  

It is you, who decides on which side of the trading or investing business you want to be on?  

"By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail."  - Benjamin Franklin 

 

This is especially true when it comes to trading Stocks, Commodities, Currencies, and 

Treasuries. 

 

PLAN YOUR TRADE AND TRADE YOUR PLAN 

Why do companies make a plan and shareholders hold them accountable for it?  

To produce a structured success; not leaving the future to a random happening.  

How does that relate to trading?  

Historically, technical analysis is used to predict a future happening on the price chart. The first 

technical analysis is reaching back to the 1600’s, when “Japanese Candle Sticks” started their 

development in tracking historic price moves to predict the price moves to come. Japanese is 

one of the most graphical languages on the planet. The western world  casually say candle 

sticks to the graph, which expresses a relation of the high, low, open and close of the price, 

painted over a period of time or contracts closed. The Japanese word for the graph is TAKURI, 

meaning "trying to gauge the depth”. Another interpretation: Candle sticks are the “footprints in 

the sand of a price move”. Our days, commonly, technical analysis is used to predict a future 

happening on the price chart. 
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A trading plan involves a set of rules governing the conditions under which you buy and sell 

assets in focus of your trading/investing, expressed in the following steps:  

Step 1: Decide for your trading perspective. 

Step 2: What assets do you want to focus on as a day trader, swing trader or long-term 

investor?  

Step 3: Choose your trade signals: Entry, exit, and how they get delivered to you. 

Step 4: Find applicable trading strategies, including hedging, leveraging, arbitraging, protecting. 

Step 5: Trade with the odds in your favor: Algorithm-based reward/risk assessment. 

Step 6: Record and evaluate your results and strive for constant improvement.  

Step 7: Apply clearly defined money management rules. 

 

Please find a short feedback how to find answers to those trading plan challenges, while we 

want to keep this part as short as can be.  

 

STEP 1: TRADING PERSPECTIVES 

Decide what you want to be: A Day Trader, a Swing Trader, or a Long Term Investor. The time 

you want to or can dedicate to trading helps you to answer this question. Just some food for 

thought:  

You can be a day trader, when you can at least watch selected assets once per hour, with the 

ability to initiate trades. One-hour charts offer wonderful trading opportunities. Many day traders 

try to start with a 1-minute chart, however, when you consider commission, slippage and profit 

perspectives, you will quickly recognize that very short-term trading perspectives are hard to be 

translated into a profitable business.  

As a swing trader or long term investor, you should check your investments ones a day, just 

from a different perspective. The best for a swing trader is to validate directions and 

assumptions by a daily chart, while we see a weekly chart best suited for the longer-term 

investor.  

After you decided on your trading/investing perspective select an asset class, which suits your 

needs:  
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STEP 2: SELECTION OF ASSETS 

With more than 42,000 assets traded on the US-exchanges only, it is best to focus, to not lose 

oversight. Decide what you want to trade: Stocks, Commodities, Currencies, and Treasuries. To 

make this selection, please consider:  

When you are day trading stocks or their options, SEC rules (Security Exchange Commission) 

need to be considered:  

“Day trading is purchasing and selling or the selling and purchasing the same security on the 

same day in a margin account.” 

When in a period of one week, four or more positions are opened and closed at the same day; 

the action of the trader is considered a pattern day-trader and the following requirements are set 

by the SEC: Minimum account holdings of $25,000 come into effect. If the account does not 

hold cash or assets valued above $25,000 and more than 4 day trades happen in one week, the 

account will be frozen and either allows trading only on a cash available basis for 90 days, 

depending on the broker, the account might even get frozen, not allowing you to trade for 90 

days.  

Regardless of the intention of the trader, the rule can come in effect when stops trigger the buy 

and sell action of an equity or derivative in the same day: After more than four trades, opened 

and closed in one week, you are considered a “Pattern Day Trader”.  

See the original SEC wording with the appropriate links:  

Day traders rapidly buy and sell stocks throughout the day in the hope that their stocks will continue 

climbing or falling in value for the seconds to minutes they own the stock, allowing them to lock in quick 

profits. Day trading is extremely risky and can result in substantial financial losses in a very short period of 

time. If you are a day trader, or are thinking about day trading, read our publication, Day Trading: Your 

Dollars at Risk. We also have warnings and tips about online trading and day trading. For more 

information on day trading and the related FINRA margin rules, please read the SEC staff’s investor 

bulletin “Margin Rules for Day Trading.” 

If you rather want to trade Futures or FOREX pairs, different rules or regulations apply.  

A Futures Contract is a standardized, transferable, exchange-traded contract for a: 

Commodity, Treasury (interest rate-based security), Currency, Stock Index, Single stock, with a 

specified price, for a specified future date (futures expiration dates vary by instrument). 

Unlike options: Futures convey an obligation to buy/sell. Futures prices are not depending 

on movements of an underlying; they are directly priced and often advance the spot market 

for the referring security. There are two types of futures contracts: 

Type 1: Those that provide for physical delivery of a particular commodity. 

Type 2: Those, which call for a cash settlement.  

 

http://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/daytips.htm
http://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/daytips.htm
http://www.sec.gov/investor/online.shtml
http://www.sec.gov/investor/alerts/daytrading.pdf
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The month during which delivery or settlement is to occur is specified. Thus, a July futures 

contract is one providing for delivery or settlement in July. Futures or Futures-Contracts are 

fantastic trading instruments: They allow for a great leverage of available funds. They are 

basically traded around the clock at 6 days a week: Trading starts Sunday at 6 p.m. EST. The 

trading day opens at 4:30 p.m. the current day and closes at 4:15 p.m. the next day. Directional 

trades to the up and specifically to the downside can be initiated with one click while there is no 

need to comply complicated rules like: Stock to be available to borrow from the broker for short 

selling; Trade entry only on an up-tick (SEC); No minimum account holding of $25,000 for day-

trading (SEC); Pattern day trading rules do not apply (SEC).  

Most Futures contracts offer high liquidity that allows for precise order-fills at trade entry and 

exit, with little slippage by tight bid/ask spreads and relatively low trading costs for the value 

controlled.  

FOREX Trading: The world-money-market is by far the biggest financial market. The currency 

spot market, where currency pairs are exchanged, is usually what is perceived as trading 

FOREX (foreign exchange currencies). Examples are: EUR/USD (Euro versus US-Dollar); 

USD/CAD (USD versus Canadian Dollar).  

Nearly a $4 trillion value is exchanged on the FOREX market daily. To give you a perspective of 

how big this market is, consider that the US-exchanges trade a value of $300 billion each day, 

or on the treasury-bond-market $100 billion are exchanged in the US per day.  

The FOREX market is comprised of an electronic medium where transactions are placed 

automatically through the Internet or via telephone. Approximately 4,500 world banks and retail 

brokers participate in the market. Individual traders wanting to capture profit by speculating on 

price changes get access to the market through a broker. FOREX markets stay open around the 

clock for six days a week.  

There are 122 FOREX-Pairs commonly traded, however, not all of them have the composition in 

liquidity and bid/ask spread to be considered for retail traders. Like in Futures, directional trades 

to the up- and downside can be initiated with just one click of the mouse.  

Serious traders/investors, to not limit themselves to one market, they participate in the market, 

where money moves. However, for the start of your trading career it will be helpful to find an 

area of focus and expertise.  

The next decision is the frequency you can or want to participate in the markets. This is majorly 

related to how much time you allocate to trading/investing and shall be your guide for the trading 

system and strategies you choose.  

 

STEP 3: TRADE ENTRY AND EXIT SIGNALS 

Find a trading system, which based on back testing gives you a probability for success above 

65%. Even so past performance cannot be taken indicative for future results, if a trading system 
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did not perform in the past, it has a low likelihood to do the job for you in the future. Assure that 

your system has clearly defined entry and exit signals. Trade by what you see on our charts and 

never rely on news: The amount of news and information floating will dilute your view of what is 

really going on. Make the charts your news center and trade what you see. Just be aware of 

specific days and times, when new announcements for a stock or economy relating to the asset 

you trade are published. A good strategy is to not take a gamble by either leaving your position 

or by finding a form of protection, if a major shift in the asset price can occur.  

 

STEP 4 TRADING STRATEGIES 

Learn to apply various trading strategies and measures suited for the specific situation or asset 

you invest in. Watch that those strategies are well documented for you, leaving no or little room 

for interpretation. When advancing in your trading, you want and need trading strategies which 

help you to hedge and leverage your positions, all for reducing the risk in relation to the potential 

reward of your trading/investing.  

 

STEP 5: TRADE WITH THE ODDS IN YOUR FAVOR  

Evaluate the risk and reward for every trade and only trade when the product of the likelihood 

for success of the trade constellation paired with the risk to take and the expected reward 

portraits a trade with positive expectations for you, considering the natural statistical distribution 

of prices, so you are not stopped-out and after you made a loss, the trade goes into your 

projected direction.  

 

STEP 6: CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT 

Record your trades and take feedback or coaching to develop yourself in the trader you want to 

be: Playing golf or flying an airplane cannot be learned from a book either. 

 

STEP 7: MONEY MANAGEMENT  

Learn how much risk to take in a trade and how to apply your assets for best performance. 

Asset protection is key, so protect your account from drawdowns, by allocating no more than 

5% overall-account risk to each trade you initiate.  
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4 TRADING WITH INSTITUTIONAL MONEY MOVES 

Spotting and following “institutional money moves” provides a wonderful trading strategy for you 

as a private investor and works for all asset classes: Stocks, Commodities, Currencies, and 

Treasuries.   

Reasons to follow institutional market action:  

Reason 1: More than 85% of all orders placed in the financial markets are institutional driven.  

Reason 2: Big investors act on the buy and sell side, influencing supply and demand.  

Reason 3: You do not need to listen to news; you see their stock appraisals on the chart.   

Who are institutional investors and what is their core focus? 

Table 2: Key Institutional Investors 

 

Table 2 shows: “Prop Traders” also act as “Liquidity Providers”: On one hand, some institutions 

trade their own money and on the other hand, they are providing liquidity. Hence, if a core “Prop 

Trading Company” wants to accumulate or dispose stocks, they have to bypass their key 

competitors. Even so, they try to hide their actions, the other market forces spot what is going 

on and trade along with it – and you can do the same. 

With the help of graphic-1, we demonstrate a simple way to spot institutional action on the chart. 

At the end of the day, there are four measurements one can take:  Number one is measuring 

the Price Move per Time Unit, with the aim to spot anomalies; identifying candles with bigger 

price moves or price range breakouts; indicating that an institutional money move is started or 

continued. The next dimension of measurement is the Statistical Volatility, where the 

composition of the price move between open, close, high, and low is measured and portraits the 

price action of the key market players. The third measure to take focuses on Volume: The 

amount of shares/contracts exchanged, bar by bar, over time and at critical price points. The 

final measure considers the individual price move of an asset compared to the asset class or 
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index, identifying if a dependent or independent move happens. In Graph-1, those specific 

situations are highlighted.  

As already expressed on the book cover, there are two different trading scenarios to follow: 

Momentum price moves and Trend moves. A momentum price move considers a short-time 

price expansion after an institutional move is identified, considering that Institutions often act as 

buyers or sellers and then retrace to not show their intention. The momentum trader spots the 

action and continuously trades for short-term price moves to the up- or downside. Trend traders 

expect a longer-term price move and focus on participating in this move by trailing their stops or 

protecting their positions for the period they identify that the trend continues. On the following 

chart, we characterized trend moves by coloring the candles in an uptrend in blue and in a 

downtrend in red using software to identify trend changes and continuations.  

Graphic-1: GOOG – Spot Institutional Money Moves (click here to magnify) 

 

Every trading system has its own way of measuring or executing decisions based on those 

measurements. Even so price action is king, considering the additional measurements of 

Volatility, Volume, and Relative to Market Move help you as a trader to only act on confirmed 

moves, preventing from your participation in fake-out breakouts, where institutions lure you in to 

buy on the high and sell on the low.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://neverlosstrading.com/images/clip_image002_0061.gif
http://neverlosstrading.com/images/clip_image002_0061.gif
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Table 3: Spot Institutional Money Moves 

 

To prevent information overload, “Relative to Market Moves” were not considered in the chart. 

The highlighted trade situations on the chart identify that:  

 

Situation 1: Price consolidation is going hand in hand with decreasing volumes.  

Situation 2: Price expansions to the up- or downside is going hand in hand with increasing or 

collapsing volume.  

Situation 3: Strong price moves go hand in hand with an increase in statistical volatility.  

 

Putting it all together provides you a chart-based strategy to trade right at the highlighted 

instances:  

Trade 1: With the direction of the price range breakout.  

Trade 2: With the Gap.  

Trade 3: With a Strong Directional Candle.  

 

See another example in the following graphic:  
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Graphic-2: AAPL Trading Institutional Money Moves (click here to magnify) 

 

After we clarified when to initiate a trade, the next question is, which stocks to trade?  

To follow institutional price moves, pick stocks which are widely held by multiple institutions. 

When you select the S&P 100 and the NASDAQ 100, you already found the core of the trading 

opportunities. Each of those stocks is held in most mutual funds and by multiple institutional 

investors.  

However, going through 180 charts per day to find and select trading opportunities is quite a 

challenge: When you take the S&P 100 (biggest 100 US companies by market capitalization = 

share-price x shares emitted) and the NASDAQ 100 (biggest 100 companies electronically 

traded on the NASDAQ exchange), only 20 companies overlap, which brings the sample to 180 

stocks. Hence, it is better for you to find an alert service, providing you with an analysis for 

stocks with favorable trade setups. Check out the following link, giving you an example how 

stocks with a setup for institutional money moves can be reported to you: Alert-Service.  

If you rather rely on your own talent to find trading opportunities, you can find tradable stocks by 

picking those with a stronger price move than the referring index: 

Index 1: For the S&P 100 choose OEX.  

Index 2: For the NASDAQ 100 choose QQQ.  

Stocks to evaluate are those with an above or below the comparison index price-move.  

To be a successful private investor, the skills and experience for being able to make money 

when the markets go up and down is essential.  

http://neverlosstrading.com/images/clip_image004_0046.gif
http://neverlosstrading.com/Alerts.html
http://neverlosstrading.com/images/clip_image004_0046.gif
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When a major price move occurs, expect to trade one direction for no more than 10 bars and 

after that expect a retracement or reversal. If you want to catch a longer trend trade, trail your 

stop:  

Stop 1: To the upside: Below the low of the prior or second-prior candle.  

Stop 3: To the downside: Above the high of the prior or second-prior candle. 

Why is an institutional follower strategy successful?  

Private investors have the advantage of speed: You can enter and exit entire positions, while 

Institutions need a longer time to get in and out of a position by sheer size and SEC (Security 

Exchange Commission) regulations. 

You have an easier way to leverage and hedge trading positions by not influencing the market 

by the size of your supply or demand.   

With a short- rather than long-term strategy, money can be made on up- or down-moves, putting 

you at par with the big institutions, which constantly go long and short in assets.  

Short-term trading allows for generating and compounding interest, which gives you 

accelerating returns.  

With modern technology on hand and competitive commissions, you are at par with the big 

money, accessing all markets real time, placing your orders through your online broker directly 

at the exchanges.  
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5 PREPARATION FOR ALTERNATING PRICE PATTERNS 

To turn yourself into the trader you want to be, you have two choices: Develop a trading system 

on your own or purchase a system and education package which suits your needs.  

If you want to build one on your own, the following shall give you focal points you might want to 

consider:  

It is recorded and continuously reported that stock prices alternate. To explain alternating price 

patterns, consider two base hypotheses: 

A) They are the result of supply and demand constellations. 

B) They are a result of dealing with emotions.  

 

We are always trading with people, their psychology and acting. Stages of excitement 

(euphoria) and fear build the basis of human decision-making. When key decision-makers trade 

in one direction, the crowd follows. To understand this happening, see the following Graph were 

we relate price development with supply and demand and stages of emotions:   

Graphic-3: Fear and Excitement – Supply and Demand on the Price Chart 

 

When a period of excitement, where prices move up, comes either to ambiguity (sideways 

moves) or an opposite price move, the fear of losing takes over and lets traders leave positions. 

In such case, a sell-off occurs; fear is taking over and reverts the excitement of rising prices to a 

fear-based trading environment.  

How does this work on falling prices?  
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When prices fall and start to settle or slightly revert, excitement kicks in and the expectation that 

prices will rise again, but when this expectation does not hold true, fear takes over again and 

prices continue to drop off, when selling action continues.  

As a result, emotions can be related to alternating price patterns and we observed that humans 

act usually 5-times faster under the element of fear than we act under the element of 

excitement. This brings long-term buy and hold philosophies to a sudden end and offers the 

educated financial market investor the ability of making more money and much faster when 

prices drop, compared to periods when prices go up. 

Considering computer-algorithm-based-trading, we could assume that emotions are eliminated 

by machines taking over the decision-making, and price moves would solely depend on the 

elements of supply and demand. If this is true, there will still be periodic oscillating price 

patterns: After a period of rising prices, profit taking becomes lucrative for those who bought at 

the low and now can cash-in for a profit, assuming the best price achievable is reached, in 

particular when a phase of either sideways moving prices or retracing prices occurs. When a 

sell-off starts, all computers pick up the same signal and thus, the crowd decides for selling until 

a price level is reached, where the share price is attractive enough for purchases. The same 

happens and often even more radical when markets or stocks were heavily shorted and position 

covering occurs. If this is done rapidly and by many market participants, a phenomenon of fast 

rising prices can be observed, called a short-squeeze.  

In summary: Both hypotheses find support and neither emotions- or algorithm-based trading is 

the assumed source, the market participants create repetitive oscillating price-patterns, which 

can mathematically be expressed as a sine wave function.  

Grpahic-4: AAPL Price Pattern 

 

The chart shows:   
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Blue: Zones of rising prices in Blue.  

Red: Zones of falling prices in Red.  

Orange: Trend lines approximating a future direction by framing the amplitude of the wave.  

  

Building a mathematical model to extrapolate the sine wave function of alternating prices, the 

following variables are used:  

 

Variable 1: A, for Amplitude as the peak deviation.  

Variable 2: f, for the Frequency or the number of oscillations (cycles) per time unit observed.  

Variable 3: w, for Wave Lengths as the rate of change of the function argument in units of 

radians per time unit observed.  

Variable 4: t, for time. Building the x-axis of the function. 

The Oscilloscope function (lower study) portraits the actual price development over time, in 

relation to a zero-base-line. Checking the resulting real time price movement, we find a 

continuing approximated sine-wave-price-pattern with the following variables:  

 

Blue: Wave-parts indicate rising prices. 

Red: Wave-parts signify falling prices.  

Cyan Dots: Highlighting strong directional price-breakouts.  

Cycle Changes: Zero-Line-Crossings are identified by arrows:  

Blue Arrows: Change from a down-move to an up-price-move. 

Red Arrows: Change from an up- to a down-price-move.  

 

The mathematical measure for cycle changes is phi: The phase, which specifies (in radians) 

where in its cycle the oscillation is at t = 0. 

To approximate and identify tops and bottoms of the alternating oscillating prices, the following 

mathematical function would be applicable:  

Formula 1: Wave (t) = A (Amplitude) * sin (w*t + phi) 

Formula 2: phi: 2*n (number of radians per time unit observed)*f (Frequency). 

For trading the sine-wave-pattern off the price chart, watch for a zero line crossing and use the 

following tools to decide for trade entries:  

Formula 3: To gauge the amplitudes of the wave pattern, use a standard trend-line-tool from 

your trading platform: Draft a 2-sigma trend-range around 30, 60, 90 time-periods (observed 
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time periods are defined by the individual risk tolerance and planned time in a trade). Get ready 

to trade, when the top or bottom of the trend lines is reached and one of the following conditions 

is met:  

 

Entry 1: Increased volume combined with an above average price move or combined with a 

price move outside the current price range.  

On the chart, you spot institutional volume moves by the highlighted volume bars:  

 

Bar 1: Purple Color Bar: Slightly increased volume.  

Bar 2: Red Color Bar: Increased volume and downside price move. 

Bar 3: Blue Color Bar: Increased volume and upside price move.  

Bar 4: Cyan Color Bar: Strong above average volume move.  

 

Entry 2: Spotting strong/long candles associated with a change in direction (cyan dots): Trade, 

when the high/low of the long-candle is taken out by the next candle, expect the end of the 

move if a second long candle occurs after a first.  

 

Target 1: Set your trading target (positive exit) by following the sine wave pattern in relation to 

the trend lines and approximate the potential “Amplitude Breaks” by measuring the high-low 

price move of the prior ½-Sine wave and multiply the high-low distance times 0.80 (80%) = 

“Most Probable Price Range”. From this product, you subtract the price-move of the current 

candle (Most Probable Price Range minus the Price Move of the current candle): 

 

Up Moves - Add the result to the high of the trade initiation candle;  

Down Moves - Subtract the result from the low of the trade initiation candle.  

 

Stop: Set your stop below the low of the trade initiation candle and trail it up by putting it below 

the low of the last candle, while you keep your focus on exiting the trade by the positive exit 

rather than exiting by the stop.  

 

It took me about 20,000 hours to put such trading system together and I hope, you find value in 

what is shared here with you.  

Now the choice is yours: Either build a trading system on your own or find a complete offer: 

NeverLossTrading being one example, were multiple trading programs are offered as 

mentorships, with different principles in use to spot and follow alternating price patterns initiated 

by institutional money moves: http://NeverLossTrading.com.  

  

http://neverlosstrading.com/
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6 WHY ALGORITHMIC TRADING WITH HUMAN INTERACTION 

Let us start within clarifying: What is an Algorithm? 

An algorithm in itself is a program, which defines the steps of a procedure in a chain of 

commands to solve, portrait, calculate, adjust, control, and steer a situation or an instance. 

The first algorithm of the world was developed by the Greek mathematician Euclid, who 

developed the steps for finding the Greatest Common Devisor (GCD) of two natural numbers. 

The algorithm has many theoretical and practical applications. It may be used to generate 

almost all the most important traditional musical rhythms used in different cultures throughout 

the world. 

Graph 5: Euclid’s Algorithm 

 

In our today’s world, we use algorithms all along without even noticing: “Algorithms are the brain 

of the digital world”.  They sit in computers, servers, smart phones, and even in a ticket 

machine. In a split second, they are capable of sorting and filtering information, calculate, and 

control processes. Today, algorithms allow us to filter through gigantic amounts of data in a real-

time. In their reach, complexity and speed, no human could compete with the algorithm. 

In the world of the financial markets, they are dominating basically all transactions. Institutions 

use them for market analysis and by today’s computer power, they are accessible for the private 

investor to be at par with the big money.  

Hence, algorithms allow you to process high amounts of data. Paired with human ingenuity and 

our strong affinity to visuals, they allow us to see what is happening on the trading chart. 

However, computers have their limitations in observing surroundings and happenings. This is 

where human ingenuity makes the difference: By using our conscious and non-conscious brain, 

we are the better decision makers. This is why we have a captain in an airplane, who takes over 

when it is critical and thus we rather want you to be the master of your financial destiny, not the 

computer. 

Why is this important? 
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The conscious brain processes about 2,000 bits of information per second. Basically, we can 

learn quickly but applicable knowledge hardly sticks with us. The non-conscious brain, which 

runs at about 400,000,000,000 (four hundred billion) bits of information per second, is the 

powerhouse. When we get our programming right at the non-conscious level, we move from 

mechanical trading to consistent trading (a step explained in the next chapter).  

The conscious brain is volitional: It is the part you control by conscious will, the part that sets 

goals and judges results. The non-conscious brain is servile: It sets no goals of its own, but 

instead executes the goals it is provided with: It does not judge the merits or values of results, 

only whether or not they match the given goals. 

By utilizing algorithms that visibly or mathematically paint the trading picture for you, you train 

your conscious brain to find and accept trade situations. 

By practicing trading on an ongoing basis, best with feedback and coaching, you help yourself 

to construct your inner being, so your non-conscious mind is complying and helping you to be 

the trader/investor you want to be.   

Unless artificial intelligence is developed that can compete with our human judgment, we rather 

propagate for you to be the master of your trading destiny; let the computer be your servant, 

painting real time algorithmic-based decision making proposals on the chart for you to decide.  

Imagine, if such super-program would be available, what would the price for such a cash 

machine be? Regardless of the number we pick, it will most likely be outside of your budget.  

Hence, we rely on the fact that successful traders know how to select information that matters 

and algorithms are good in providing the information in real-time to us. This is why we 

propagate to use an algorithmic-based trading system, where not the nanosecond decides for 

success or failure, but your judgment! 

Graph-6: Algorithmic-Based Trade Potentials 
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The chart above shows algorithm selected trade entry potentials following the 

NeverLossTrading principles. The trade sequence shown is part of the actual trading chart for 

the AAPL share: Buy and Sell potentials are spelled out; blue segments characterize up 

sequences, red segments identify down sequences. The red line on each sequence identifies 

the stop line if you want to trail your stop. Leave no space for interpretation and trade with 

today’s market requirements by finding an algorithm-based system which compiles the 

necessary information for you. However, remain in charge to make the final decision: Faster, 

smarter, better.  

7 STACKING THE ODDS IN YOUR FAVOR 

“Winning in Trading and Football by Small Increments” 

Replay a football game and you will recognize, the commentators inevitably speak about the 

fact that games and frequently championships are won by inches. 

Obviously, we are not running a ball up and down a field when we trade in the financial markets. 

But trading for “small increments” like 1-SPU (NLT defined Speed Unit, which defines the most 

probable price expansion after an institutional price move is assumed) can produce huge 

changes on your bottom line.  

When you turn yourself into an active trader, you can frequently participate in assets that move, 

focusing constantly on momentum price-moves with no need to find the one opportunity that 

provides a huge trend move.  

Assuming that there is a 65% likelihood that the asset price retraces after a first strong price 

move or breakout, your likelihood for making more money in the same direction is reduced to a 

35% probability. If you instead find a new asset with a high probability trade setup, your 

approximated trade results will be higher.  

Your Success Formula: 

[Opportunity Volume x Probability x (Profit – Loss)] / (Capital Employed) = Return 

Let us take a close examination at some of the “inches” or small increments that you can make 

to dramatically improve the mathematics associated with this formula. 

First, let’s examine opportunity volume. Opportunity volume simply stated refers to the 

number of opportunities that you contest for. In the perfect world, you would spot 100% of the 

possible trade setups and 100% of the time.  

The first thing to examine is, compared to the perfect goal of participating in 100% of the trade 

setups, what percentage actually  would you like to consider and how do you find those 

opportunities which are most favorable for you?  

How would you scroll through 42,000 assets plus their derivatives on your own?  
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Hence, you need either a smaller sample of preferred assets or an alert service which filters 

opportunities for you according to your trading style and strategy.  

If you are seeking an alert service, which spots and portraits institutional money moves on 

multiple time frames and for all asset classes, check out NeverLossTrading Alerts.  

 

With any alert service, check out a sound sample of about 100 stock picks and their trade 

direction. When the alert service provides more than 65 winners, it is considerable. Do not look 

at the percentage gains of individual stocks propagated; they usually just dilute the real picture.  

Another dimension to consider is the time and intensity you want to allocate to your trading 

business.  

A trading day can be divided into four time periods. When we measure the related price move 

per time period, it shows us the following average participation rates:  

Graphic-7: Trading Opportunities by Time of the Day 

 

http://neverlosstrading.com/Alerts.html
http://neverlosstrading.com/Alerts.html
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A trading method used by serious day traders measures the price development per sub-time-

frame, while price breakouts and break-ins of the time-specific price ranges are followed and 

traded. To learn such techniques, it is highly recommended to sign on with a day trading 

program, which paints those key support and resistance levels on the chart for you.  

In case you want to act as a swing-trader and your day-job does not allow you to sit in front of 

the screen: Find a program, which allows automatic order execution, so you can participate in 

the main trading hours, even so you might not be able to sit at your computer when major 

trading opportunities are available: 83% of the trading opportunities occur between 9 a.m. and 5 

p.m. The typical order used for this type of trading is called OCO:  

Definition of “One-Cancels-the-Other Order – OCO”  

A pair of orders stipulating that if one order is executed, then the other order is automatically 

canceled. A one-cancels-the-other order (OCO) combines a stop order with a limit order on an 

automated trading platform. When either the stop or limit level is reached and the order 

executed, the other order will be automatically canceled. Seasoned traders use OCO orders to 

mitigate risk. 

Example: You place an order to buy a stock at $30, simultaneously, you place an order to sell 

the stock when the price reaches $31 (your target price) or drops back to $29.50 (your stop).  

This type of order, you can place as a limit order, so it is only executed when your desired price 

level is reached and auto-executes the sale of your stock, either when the target price is met or 

when your stop is triggered. It’s an easy undertaking, no need for you to sit in front of your 

screen, however, your trading system has to provide you with meaningful target price levels and 

stops.   

At any trade situation, successful traders make an approximation for the risk involved in the 

trade. What is the Risk of a Trade and can a trader control the risk? 

If you are a day trader, you are in best control of the risk involved in any trade. As long as you 

are trading a liquid asset, your stop identifies the maximum risk. Key rules for controlling day 

trading risks are: 

 

Alternative 1: Use a hard stop. 

Alternative 2: Stay out of a trade, when key economic news is released. 

 

Swing traders have to accept a slightly higher risk. By holding assets overnight, they face the 

risk of news related gaps, which can increase the risk for a trade substantially above the original 

approximated base. If you want to minimize this risk, you have two options:  
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Choice 1: Trade assets which are traded around the clock: Futures, FOREX. 

Choice 2: Use a trade adjustment method, which will keep you in the trade but buffers the risk 

of gaps. 

Choice 3: Do not hold assets during their earnings announcements or at other key news 

events.  

The actual amount of risk is calculated in relation to the expected wiggle room you need to 

leave the price for going into your desired direction. Key support or resistance levels of the past 

help you to identify those price levels and the associated dollar risk to take in a trade.  

A method to approximate the Reward Potential is measuring the distance from the actual price 

to the next potential support or resistance zone or like applied in NeverLossTrading system, by 

utilizing an algorithm-based expected futures price move potential in the time unit observed. 

Taking trading serious, commissions need to be considered, which are increasing the potential 

risk and decreasing the potential reward. You might think, this is all a given, however, let me tell 

you a little story about a man I met, who had worked out a trading plan, which he assumed, will 

make him rich quick: 

Once, I was invited at “trading symposium” in New Jersey and a new trader-coach showed his 

trading system. He had just mastered all the classes of his education firm and explained his 

trade; he wanted to get rich with. The trade is called QQQ (or 10/20 cents financial freedom) 

and sells for about $4,000 on DVD’s. His setup was as follows: If the market ticks up or down 5-

minutes after the open, he buys a delta 70 QQQ option (put or call) and then trades for a 10 

cent price move. If the 10 cent move is concluded, he takes profits. If the trade goes against 

him, he takes a loss. When I asked him a couple of questions, he got annoyed and here are 

some of the answers he gave:  

 “I do not care about commissions I trade (he paid about 1.5 Cents per side of the trade)”. 

“I know others tested the system and it works”. OK, but when I ran the tests on 500 days, it only 

gave a probability for success of about 50% that the trade concluded in the direction of the first 

five minutes. However, when you worked with a stop on the option, then you had another 50% 

chance to get stopped in the natural price distribution of the option, which results in a probability 

of 25% to make a profit – and we do not even need to calculate the odds, the trade is setup for 

failure. 

His answer in respect of using a stop was: “I take a mental stop and a maximum risk of $0.20, 

and then I am out”. 

He did not understand, nor accept an odds ratio. 

Here are the calculated odds in his best case, NOT considering, that at times he had to bite the 

bullet and take a $0.23 loss. 
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Win: 10 cents profit – 3 cents commission = $0.07 

Loss: 10 cents + 3 cents commission = $0.013 

When I asked the organizer of the symposium what he was thinking of this presentation, he 

said, that he does not understand all the trading talk, he is not trading; he organizes the 

education process (great prerequisite for success). 

With the odds against you by 2:1, this trading system will not get nobody rich, except the one 

selling it.  

Let us calculate minimum prerequisites to stack the Odds in Your Favor:  

When trading shares, never trade for a price-move below $0.17 (in the observed time unit): 

Assume, you buy 300 shares and your expected price move is only $0.08. With a bid/ask-

spread of 1-cent and you sacrifice 1 cent on each side of the trade to get filled, which then  

leaves you with a 6 –cent profit expectation. Paying another 2-cents commission/share reduces 

your reward expectation to $0.04. When trading with the same level risk, the odds are no more 

in your favor: The trade has double the risk than the reward. 

If you trade for at least for $0.17 at the same assumed risk (1-SPU=Speed Unit: Expected price 

move per time unit observed), we calculate as follows: 

Win: 17 cents profit – 1.6 cents commission – 1 cent bid/ask – 2 cents threshold = 12.4 cents 

Loss: 17 cents + 1.6 cents commission = 18.6 cents. 

When your trading system gives you a probability for success above 65%, then the odds of 

trading are in your favor. Hence, watch for the minimum increments you are trading for and back 

and forward test the trading system you want to use to make certain it gives you trade setups 

with a probability for success above 65%.  
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8 TRADING BUSINESS SETUP  

Trading is a business and enjoys the same tax treatment when it is setup as a business. The 

easiest way to do so is a sole proprietor LLC (Limited Liability Company). You can setup your 

business in any state. In case you seek extra protection, a Nevada company might be a 

consideration, else you can just fill in the forms with your local state to setup a business, receive 

and EIN (employer identification number), setup a bank account and you are good to go.  

There are many online companies that arrange your business setup. They will get you instated 

in a day and provide you with all documents necessary. To give you an idea for the cost of 

setting up an out-of-state LLC: Pay no more than $300 setup costs and annual fees of about 

$100 for having an agency representation with a physical address in the state you start your 

business in.  

Surely, you will be required to file an annual tax return for the company you own. The actual 

administrative work in relation to what you anyhow do to put together your tax documents are 

minimal. If you do the taxes on your own, the additional costs to the software package of 

TurboTax for handling your business is around $30 per year. Don’t worry about your trade 

entries, with most brokers you can just upload your tax statement to the software package you 

use and you are all set and done in minutes. The same should account for your tax support, just 

make sure they do not overcharge you: If you can do the additional work in minutes, they should 

not charge you for multiple hours.  

Trading is fun and rewarding. It is the nicest business in the world: 

Reason 1: Very little setup costs, 

Reason 2: No clients to serve, 

Reason 3: No collection to make, 

Reason 4: No employees to teach and focus,  

Reason 5: Trading income has a preferable tax rate,  

Reason 6: All business expenses can be declared in your tax return.  

There is not much you need to setup your trading office. The basic setup should have two 

computer monitors. Depending on your personal preference: Two laptops or one desktop and 

one laptop or one desktop that supports two monitors will do it. Forget for the beginning those 

high priced computers with 6 screens, all fed from one computer with oversized graphic cards. 

Think about flexibility, that you can take your office in a briefcase to all places in the world you 

want to be: Then your trading just needs an internet connection and you are all set.   

Why two screens?  
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When you want to compare the development of a share to the S&P 500 or a reference indicator, 

it allows you to have both price charts side by side.  

What is better, a desktop or a laptop for trading?  

If you decide for laptops, consider a minimum of 16GB of RAM which offers a separate graphics 

memory of 4 GB on the graphics card (not shared memory).  

With a desktop, you can just add another graphics card and run your second screen.  

Gamers’ laptops are good for trading. They can handle high amounts of graphics data. The only 

thing to mention is that they just have their own special looks. Besides the typical gamer’s 

laptops, Dell and HP offers a professionally looking series of entertainment laptops that fit our 

trading requirements.  

We highly recommend printing and achieving all trade setups including a screen shot of the 

trade entry and exit. Keeping hardcopies has a big advantage over soft copies: They allow for 

fast screening, quick notes and build a great feedback tool with easy accessibility to consult with 

for a new trade situation. To print those graphics, ink jet printers are often a slow and costly 

solution. Color laser printers are the better solution. Solid color printer models are available for 

about $300. They can also be used as network printers for the entire house and produce 

excellent print quality at a decent price.  

Potential Trading Business Setup Costs:  

Setting up a legal entity: $300 

Desktop solution with 2 screens: $1000 

Laptops only (two): $1200 

Printer: $300  

More often than not, your existing computers and laptops will do the job, which just leaves you 

to cover the cost for setting up the legal company. 

A little hint: When you trade as a legal entity, depending on your broker, you might be required 

to pay fees for the data access to the exchanges. However, there is a way around this. Do not 

accept the data fees when setting up your LLC-Trading-Account (just make no checkmark on 

those fields of the setup form). It will then state that you get delayed date (which mostly is not 

the case). Then, open a personal account, where you will receive real time data from all 

exchanges for free and link the two accounts. This gives you the best solution: Fully taxable 

entity with no costs for the data feed. 
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9 STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT AS A TRADER  

In this final chapter, we want to characterize stages of a trader and key steps to take to bring 

you in developing yourself into the trader you want to be.  

Summarizing key prerequisites for trading success:  

 

Fundamentals: Trading is a professional business, with no beginner’s league. Money goes 

quick. Hence, it needs preparation to trade with the pros.  

Technical: You need to understand trade probabilities, reward/risk scenarios, to put the odds in 

your favor.  

Mental: Define what to trade, when to trade and how to trade. Repeat it over and over and over. 

Act like a sports pro, do not be shy to practice your swings.  

Emotional: You need to master the emotional game of fear and happiness (euphoria); else, you 

never trade what you see! 

Trade Signals: Your trading methods are defined. You execute trades on agreed situations or 

signals. 

Money: Capital preservation is key. You apply money management at every trade. 

Investment: It takes years to develop yourself into a successful trader. To shorten the fairway 

to success, buy a system that works (back test it), take coaching, and trade the system.  

 

However, like in a football game, the way to the end-zone usually takes multiple steps. Take a 

look at the individual stages traders are found in and check and balance with yourself where you 

are and agree with yourself what it takes for you to move ahead.  

 

Stage 1 - The Clueless Trader: You open a trading account and you get into the game, 

unprepared, risking all your funds. 

You heard that some traders make millions and you want to be one of them.  

Trading is like a high tech video game and you feel strong, you will master it quick. 

Optimistic: You rely on one method and you apply it until it no more works.  

Happiness and fear replace each other. Fear wins, because you mostly lose.  

You place your trades random based on a wide variety of ideas and signals. 
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You lose money! 

Most people blow their account in this stage. By reading this book, we hope to prevent you from 

concluding this stage with detrimental results.  

 

Stage 2 - Rookie Trader: You are either using standard indicators or the first super indicators 

you bought for little money on great marketing propaganda.  

You find hundreds of successful traders and books, sharing their knowledge at ease. 

You endeavor every trading method and technical indicator you come across. 

You are gaining trading experience by trial and error without building a trading plan.  

Fear dominates: You have been hurt enough. You will only trade again when you know that it 

works. 

You use new methods and add complicated trading strategies you don’t fully understand. 

Trades work and they don’t. Randomness dominates.  

Losses continue.  

 

Stage 3 - Developmental Trader: You realize that you need outside help to develop yourself 

into a trader. It gets obvious that systems available for $597 don’t work.  

You start to realize the immense learning curve and knowledge needed to trade. 

You visualize various outcomes of a trade and you agree with yourself the resulting actions.  

Ambiguity: Either you yourself or somebody close to you is asking if it would not be better to 

give up trading?  

Hunger and passion is needed to clear this stage. Most give up, assuming: Trading is not for 

you! 

You apply trading strategies and setups, and define risk parameters for every trade. 

You are placing small orders and you need to hold yourself back from paper trading only.  

Commitment and dedication or personal retracement from trading characterizes this stage.  

 

Stage 4 - Determined Trader: You learn, you train, you document like a sports pro. You are 

aware and you get ready to participate in pre-defined trade situations only.  
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You start to specialize, recognizing that nobody trades the entire market.  

A trading system is in place: Defined entries and exits. You estimate probabilities, reward/ risk. 

You recognize what works in your favor and you apply it repeatedly.  

You learn to wait until the markets provide you with the trade situation you desire.  

You cut losses and you scale out of winners (as silly as it sounds): You no more let the winners 

run, you harvest them.  

You accept losses as part of the game and you are making first positive results.  

 

Stage 5 - Consistent Trader: You analyze, evaluate prepare, perfect. You plan your trade and 

trade by a plan; you consider times of volatility and consolidation; you act by the economic 

calendar and time of the day. 

You are in the market every day. You understand key price levels and trading times.  

Your charts are telling you what to do. Relying on outside opinions is no more an option.  

You are a conscious trader and you agreed with yourself to follow your system and your system 

only.  

You trade part-time or full-time by understanding your own psychological make-up: Risk 

tolerance, trading frequency, psychological pattern.  

Taking trades comes naturally. Your software provides you with key price levels, where prices 

will accumulate, reverse or breakout.  

You are making constant income by applying money management.  

As you can see, there is a natural progression traders go through. The focal point for you is to 

have a clear goal in mind, with the needed education and dedication that allows you to develop 

yourself into a consistent trader.  
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10 CHECK LIST FOR YOUR TRADING CAREER AS A PRIVATE 

INVESTOR 

This list shall help you to follow our proposed action steps to start your trading career as a 

private investor, part-time or full-time. We listed down eight key focal points for you to follow. Let 

the number 8 be your lucky number; accept and follow those eight steps to build Your Trading 

Career as a Private Investor:  

 

1. Online Trading Account with Direct Access 

We highly recommend working with an online broker that gives you direct access to the 

exchanges without you paying for the data feed. In trading, time is money and in particular, 

when you need to get out of a trade. Online brokers that give their clients no direct access, route 

the orders through multiple layers of other brokerage houses that actually pay them for placing 

your order. We do not want to detail the entire order flow of non-direct-access orders, but let us 

say that much, it is an entire tree and not for your benefit.  

By having direct access, you cut out the middleman and you have the ability to negotiate on 

your behalf. Our preferred trading platforms are: TD Ameritrade (thinkorswim) and Ninja Trader.  

 

2. Trading System 

Back test each trading system for clearly defined entries and exits with no or only little room for 

interpretation; back test for 100 trades to get at minimum 65 right and you pick the symbols; find 

it applicable for multiple time frames and multiple asset classes to have flexibility in developing 

yourself into new assets or time allocations; require clear documentation of trades, not just 

PowerPoint or a video, so you can go back, test, rework and train trade situations; the system 

has to be real-time to provide accuracy; look for an algorithm-based or quant-based system with 

human interaction, disregard standard indicators and moving average crossings, trade 

considerations have to be at the actual happening oriented and not relating 30 bars back.  

 

3. Consider trading as a Business in form of a Corporation 

Build your business by forming an LLC, Partnership, Inc. Open a personal account or use your 

personal account to link both accounts so you save paying the exchanges for data feeds 

(professional accounts often are required to pay the exchanges for data feeds, which does not 

account for private persons). Write and follow a trading plan as your business plan: How much 

do I want to earn per week or per month. How will I get there? What is the maximum risk I take 

per trade? What is my maximum position holding I want to manage… and so on.  
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4. Alert Service 

Either develop or get your own market scanners or subscribe to an alert service which gives you 

meaningful trade proposals. Consider that the alerts shall comply with your trading system and 

that the assets on your watch list need to find confirmation on the charts. Aside from this, you 

are not relying on news for your trading.  

 

5. Mental Preparation 

Prepare trade situations over and over, to program your conscious and subconscious mind to 

comply with the new career-step you are taking. In case of struggling with yourself as a trader, 

get professional help early to overcome your inner barriers. Write us and we are happy to send 

you references of people you can talk to.    

 

6. Daily Preparation 

You have a watch list of symbols you want to trade. You focus and you trade by your plan and 

by your plan only. You are aware and consider critical times for corporate or economic 

announcements relating to the assets you trade. You only accept trades with the odds in your 

favor. Not trading does not mean you did not work. It means you did not risk money when the 

odds were not in your favor.  

 

7. Administration 

Document your trades. Strive for constant improvement by analyzing which assets you trade 

best and in which trade situations you accomplished the most. Identify the reasons why trades 

went wrong and strive for constantly improving. Add the improvement steps you want to take to 

your Business Plan for Trading.  

 

8. Self-Development 

Agree on an action plan with yourself to take the necessary action steps for learning and 

applying new trading skills and knowledge, to not get stuck when the markets start haltering in 

your area of expertise. This will give you the flexibility to act where the money moves. Agree on 

action steps per quarter.  
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We hope this book helps you to start the next steps in developing yourself into the trader you 

want to be.  

Good trading,  

Thomas Barmann 

HELPFUL LINKS 

Find more reading material at the following links: 

FREE REPORTS AND WEBINAR INVITATIONS 

Frequently, we hold webinars, where we share trade setups and how to follow through at 

various time frames and for multiple asset classes. Within signing up here, you will get invited to 

the upcoming events and you will receive frequent information about beneficial trade situations 

and assets in focus. Sign up for our FREE Reports and Webinars…..click here.  

WATCH  VIDEOS ABOUT ALGORITHMIC TRADING WITH HUMAN INTERACTION 

Sign up to our YouTube channel:  https://www.youtube.com/user/NeverLossTrading  

BLOG ON ALGORITHMIC TRADING 

Stay informed about the newest developments and opportunities around the financial markets 

by checking or subscribing to our wordpress- and blogspot posts by clicking the referring link.  

JOIN OUR FACEBOOK COMMUNITY 

Be part of the happenings and news we share: https://www.facebook.com/TradeWhatYouSee  

For questions: contact@NeverLossTrading.com  

To learn more about Thomas, check his interview at 52 Traders…click. 
 
Sign up for our free Trading Tips, Webinars, and Reports…click. 
 
When you are interested to learn from us how to focus on high probability trading:  
 
Call +1 866 455 4520 or contact@NeverLossTrading.com   
 
We are happy to show you how it all works live.  
 
Good trading,  
 
Thomas  
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